
European sta�ups need targeted adve�ising
for gaining traction, a�racting investments and competing with their global counterpa�s

Six Nordic sta�ups prototyped the potential repercussions of a ban on targeted adve�ising
discussed currently as pa� of the DSA. The six sta�ups tested and evaluated the potential
e�ects with launching adve�ising campaigns and evaluated what a ban on targeted
adve�ising would mean if implemented. The results are clear: Sta�ups are highly
dependent on targeted adve�ising to grow their businesses and the restrictions aimed at
Big Tech will end up taking the greatest toll on European entrepreneurs.
________________________________________________________________________________

Based on the policy prototyping conducted by the Danish Entrepreneurs, targeted
adve�ising pe�ormed be�er in the overall campaign e�ectiveness based on the sta�up
key metrics of validating business ideas and reaching customers:

● Sta�up’s targeted adve�ising resulted in +162% be�er pe�ormance in ge�ing
existing or new customers to click on the ads.

● In 4 out of 6 cases, targeted ads a�racted on average +160% more clicks to their
websites than contextual ads.

● Prototyping proved that targeted ads are much more cost-e�ective. Contextual ads
were +104% more expensive on average than targeted ads.

________________________________________________________________________________

Targeted adve�ising is one of the most impo�ant tools in the sta�up growth cycle to
validate business ideas, reach critical masses to scale operations beyond local markets.
Restrictions on targeted ads would stall the growth of the European sta�ups and hinder the
possibilities of expanding outside of local markets and compete with the global
counterpa�s outside of the regulative framework of restricting targeted ads.

In order to build resilient and digital business models, policy makers should acknowledge
the need and value of targeted adve�ising for sta�ups and evaluate the restriction’s
potential costs and bene�ts. In addition, the restrictions on targeted adve�ising will hu�
the plurality of European media, which is highly dependent on the current commercial
model. European citizens also agree widely: 75% of Europeans agree on keeping the
Internet as is with targeted ads, over a scenario where sites and apps are funded through
user subscriptions.

We urge the policy makers to consider their suppo� for the ban on targeted adve�ising
and re-evaluate what such restrictions would do to the backbone of the European
economy. We recommend to:

● Invite sta�ups to the policy discussions to �nd balanced solutions which will
encourage rather than sti�e European entrepreneurship.

● Build a clear digital legislative framework for the future and avoid overlaps with
existing regulations (such as GDPR and Data Act).

● Empower the user with easy opt-out possibilities to keep European online
spaces functional, user-friendly yet competitive.

● Evaluate the cost and bene�t of banning targeted ads to understand the
repercussions for small and medium size businesses in a risk of taking the biggest
toll if banning targeted adve�ising.



Sta�ups on the ban on targeted adve�ising

“All of our marketing e�o�s are based on data. Restrictions on
targeted adve�ising would immediately a�ect Fonum's sales and
re�ect badly on our brand. I see targeted adve�ising as an impo�ant
pa� of customer service and adve�ising without data would
mean bad customer service, poorer brand image and less euros
for us, pu�ing it bluntly. If our customer acquisition cost would
increase, we would stop buying ads and �nd another way - perhaps
through in�uencers, who’s audiences’ behaviour we understand.
Take the bigger digital service pla�orms out of the equation, new
ones will always emerge.”

Ida Nevala - Marketing Communications Manager, Fonum

“From my perspective, contextual ads can never substitute for
targeted ads. The sudden IoS 14 update shook our operations and
sta�ups had no chance to prepare. As an established scale up, we
rely tremendously on targeted ads and the data we receive from the
pla�orms in return. The data allows us to innovate, expand to new
markets and serve our audiences be�er.”

Michael Ewald Hansen - Ecommerce Director, LAKRIDS BY BÜLOW

“Not using personalised, targeted ads will take Vi�a back to the
stone age. We create ads based on user characteristics such as
audience’s online behaviour, location and demographics and with the
data, we provide quali�ed leads to our sales team. This way, we can
reduce budget wastage and only use money for marketing, when it’s
backed up with data. We would not even know where to sta� with
contextual ads.”

Samuli Ahola - Director of Digital Sales, Vi�a

_______________________________________________________________________________

Methodology behind Policy Prototyping

Six Nordic sta�ups prototyped the ban on targeted adve�ising by launching seven day
campaigns in their native and foreign markets. With the obtained data, the campaign
results were analysed and compared by key pe�ormance indicators impo�ant for sta�ups.
With prototyping, proposed policies can be evaluated before coming to an e�ect and
evaluate the potential repercussions they will impose on sta�ups.

The project is governed by the Danish Entrepreneurs with suppo� from Allied For Sta�ups,
Confederation of Finnish Industries, Danish Business Authority, Danish Chamber of
Commerce, Google, IAB Europe, TechSverige and Svenskt Näringsliv. The full repo� will be
published on the 25th of April.


